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§ 1. SUMMARY. 
In this thesis we will investigate random walks which, 
upon reaching a state X, stay in X during a certain time 
(sojourn time). The distribution of this time only depends 
on X and not on the previous development of the process. 
So an essential feature of random walks, viz. the independ­
ence of the jumps, is maintained. Therefore we may call 
such a process a random walk with stochastic sojourn times 
(s. r. w.). :::Vlore general, if the starting point is also stochastic 
we will call such a process a generalized randotiz walk with 
stochastic sojourn times (s.g. r. w.). Note that the s. g. r. w. 
is a semi-Markov process. 
In our investigation of the s. g. r. w. we will of course 
only be interested in the properties in which the s. g. r. w. 
differs from the random walk. In chapter II attention is paid 
to the existence of a probability space for the s. g. r. w. 
Also a zero-one law for the s. g. r. w. is derived. In chap­
ter III criteria are for honesty and dishonesty. The 
chapters IV - VI are preparatory ones. Here we study integrals 
of non-negative functions with respect to transient renewal 
measures. Although not needed in the sequel, asymptotic 
and exact expressions for renewal measures are derived as 
well. In chapter VII the expectation of the time needed for 
infinitely many jumps for the s. r. w. is studied, and also 
the expectation of the ladder epochs. The results follow 
from the chapters IV - VI. The chapters VII and IX contain 
respectively weak and strong laws of numbers for the 
s. g. r. w. In chapter X the existence and the form of limiting 
distributions are investigated. Also a generalisation of 
a theorem originated with Harris and Robbins is given. Chapter 
Xl deals with a system of s. g. r. w. 's with Poisson-input. 
Finally, an example of a s. g. r. w. occurring in the theory 
of neutron diffusion is given. 
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It was the example of chapter XI that led us to the study 
of the s. g. r. w. However, the purpose of our investigation 
uf the s. g. r. Vi. is not its applications, but is more theo­
ratical., viz. to compare the behaviour of the s. g. r. w. with 
that of the common random walk, at the same time extending 
the theory in those fields of the theory of probability \vhere 
this was necessary. 
For previous results, related to and part of this thesis, 
we refer to [26J - [28J of the references. 
§ 2. NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS. 
With R, R or Rk for integerk we denote the set (-00, (0), 
and with or 13 k the Borel sets of R, Rk and 
Rk. Let Roo denote the product space of R l' R 2 ••••• and 
:bro the Borel sets of Roo. Similarly we define ROO and]jill. 
Finite product spaces are indicated e. g. by 
Set R+ LO, and R- (-00, OJ. The set A + x, for X ER 
and AcR, denotes the translation of A to the right over a 
distance x. With IA or I{A} the indicator junction of the 
set A is denoted. 
The variation of a signed measure C is indicated by Ic I. 
Note that :CI is a measure. The total variation of C is 
denoted by II C il. \Ve call C finite if Ii C II < 00. 
We say that the of a (complex) Borel function g 
with respect to the signed measure C on (R, )3) exists or 
is convergent if Jlg(x)/ ICI{dx} < 00. Otherwise it is called 
divergent. If g is non-negative, if C is a measure and if 
the integral of g with respect to C is divergent we writeJglX)C{dx} " 00. 
Convolutions are written as products and powers. If con­
fusion can arise with common products and powers we will 
use the convolution symbol 
A distribution is a probability measure on (R, 13). The 
distribution junction of a distribution F is indicated with the 
same symbol and defined by F(x) F{ (- 00, xl], XE R. 
The distribution F is lattice with span A, or briefly, has 
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l, or briefly, has 
span A, if F is concentrated on tnA: n integer} and not on 
{nA': n integer} for any A' > A. If there does not exist 
such A then F is called non-lattice. 
The distribution F is called singular if F is restricted 
to a set of Lebesgue measure zero, and non-singular other­
wise. 
The distribution of a random variable x is proper if 
P{ I.!: I < oo} 1 and defective otherwise. ­
For the first moment J,J of a distribution F we will not 
follow the conventions on the existence of integrals as given 
before, 
We say 
that J,J = J x F{dx} is finite ifJ Ixl F{dx} < 00, 








that J,J does not exist if f xF{dx} = J /XIF{dx} OO. 
R+ R-
The kth derivative of a function g is denoted by g(k) , 
k = 0, 1, ... , where g(O) g. In particular, we set g' =g (1) • 
The abbreviations i. 0., a. s. and a. e. stand for, respec­
tively, infinitely often, almost sure, and almost everywhere 
with respect to Lebesgue measure. 
Finally, «x» stands for max {n: n <; x, n integer}, 
(x> for min en: n ;? x, n integer}. The symbol < < 
den0"~es absolute continuity. 
§ 3. THE RANDOM WALK AND ITS RENEWAL MEASURE. 
In this section we mention those definitions and elementary 
properties of random walks which we need and to which we 
will not refer explicitly in the next chapters (see Feller 
[lJ VI. 10, XI. 9, XII. 1, 2 and XVIII. 8, examples). 
Let 2:'1' ;):,2,' •• be independent identically distributed random 
variables and let 
§.o = 0; §n = 11 + ... + l'n' n = 1.2, ••. 
Then the process {§ n ,n= 0, 1, •. } is called a random walk 
(r. w.). 
The random variable §n is interpreted as the position at 
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time (epoch) n of a particle moving with random jumps, 
Jln being the jump at time n. For a set A c R the event 
{.2nEA} is called a visit to A at epoch n. 
Let F be some distribution. Then the measure U, defined 
by 
is called the renewal measure belonging to F. 
With every r. w. L2n} there goes a distribution F and 
conversely. Therefore probabilistic definitions and properties 
of {Sn} can be formulated in terms of {Sn} as well as 
F. We can, e.g., speak of {Sn} being lattice, or of the 
renewal meas ure U belonging to {Sn}. Note that U{A} 
equals the expectation of the number of visits of {SnI to 
the set A. 
From now on F will stand for the distribution of the r. W. 
{Sn}, and it is assumed that F is not degenerate at O. 
Moreover, as far as defined, fJ. and fJ.2 stand for the first 
and second moment of F. 
\V e call F or {S n } transient if U{I} < 0) for all finite 
intervals I, and recurrent otherwise. 
Let F be recurrent. If F is non-lattice every interval I 
is visited infinitely often a. s., and U{I} 0). If F is lattice 
with span A then every point {nA}, integer n, is visited in­
finitely often a. s., and U{nA} 0), Moreover, if fJ. exists 
then F is recurrent if and only if fJ. = O. 
Let F be transient, Then every finite interval I is visited 
only finitely often a. s. For any interval I of finite length 
h > 0 we have 
U{I} ~ U {[-h, hJ} 
Suppose I fJ.! = 0) or fJ. does not exist. Then U{I+x} - 0, 
:xl _0), for every finite interval I. 
Suppose 1J<fJ. < 0). Then we have: if F is non-lattice then 
U{I+x} ___ fJ.-1 III and U{!-x} --0, X--O), for every in­
terval I of finite length Ill, and if F is lattice with span 
A then U{nA} ~ fJ.-1 A and U{-nA} -- 0, n----->-O) 
We call F or {Sn} ascending ifSn --->- 0) a. s., n __ 0), 
descending if Sn ---.. -0) a. s., n ----Joo and oscillating0), 
otherwise. 
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In the latter case we have 
Hminf Sn - CD and CD, a. s. n ~ CD. 
n-OJ n-OJ 
If /J. exists then {§n} is os for /J. = 0, ascending 
for 0 < /J.~ CD and desc for CD'>';; /J. < O. So in this case 
it is clear that the notions and recurrent are 
identical and that the same holds for transient on the one 
side and for as and descending on the other side. 
If /J. does not exist then every ascending and descending 
{Sn} is transient. However, oscillating {§ n} can 
be recurrent as well as transient. 
For fixed 11 let y • Y, ••• , Y ~ = Y_' l' and §·o = 0,
• • - n - n ~ k l' ~ + ••• + for k 1,. .. n. If A is any event 
defined by (§()' ••• , and A· the ev~nt defined in the same 
way (§~" •. , then A and A are called dual. 
Since 0, ••• , Sn) and (§;, §~) have the same 
joint distribution dual events have the same probability. 
The -rlh of the sequence {(n, §n), n = 1,2, ••• } for 
which 
Sn > §o' "" §n >§n-l 
is called the rth strict ascending ladder point of 1Sn1. 
:;\late that this point does not always exist a. s. Since the 
starts anew at any epoch the rlll strict ascending 
can be written as (C"l +... +t+, h+1 +... +h+) where+ + -r - - r 
the (~k' !1k) are independent and identically distributed. 
The first element of the ladder point is called the ladder 
epoch and the second one the ladder height. Set 1.+ = ii, 
the first strict ascending ladder epoch and 11+ = 11~, the 
first strict ladder height. Note that the distribution 
of l + and the distribution H+ of!1+ are possibly defective. 
The weak ascending ladder points are defined similarly 
with> replaced by>. Let l+ stand for the first weak as­
ladder epoch and !i +, with distribution [j+, for the 
first we~k ascending ladder height. The connection between 
y+ and H+ is simply: 
j{+ = 'Y rj;O + (1 - 'Y) H+, 
where rj;0 is the distribution degenerate at 0, and 'Y the 
probability that {~n} returns to 0 without a visit to 
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(O,CD). Note that 0,(, y < 1 since F is not degenerate at 0. 
Let !iJ + and Jj+ be the renewal measures belonging to H+ 
and ii+. Then we have: 
rJ;+ = (1 - y);Z;+, 
The strict and u'eak descending ladder points are defined 
by changing> or ;;,. into < and~. We follow the same notations. 
However, the supers plus is replaced by minus. Using 
the duality principle it easily follows that y is also the pro­
that {~n} returns to °without a prior visit to (-CD,O) 
and therefore 
W= y rJ;0 + (l-Y) H­
(1 - y)rJ; 
The r. w. L~ 11} is ascending if and only if H+ is proper 
and H- defective. The same holds for the distributions of 
rand r and then EtJ+} =(1-y) E{C] < CD. A similar 
result holds for {~nr descending. 
The r.w. {Sn} is oscillating if and only if both Ir 
and H- are proper. The same holds for the distributions 
of 1+ and { and then E{t +} = E {C} CD . 
The process L?n} has the fixed initial state O. More general 
the initial state can be by the random variable .J::Q 
vlith distribution F 0' independent of Yl , , .•.. If ~n = ,Yo +~Il' 
we call the process n,n=0,1, •.•1 a generalized random 
walk (g. r. w. ). 
Let Uo = UFrJ' then Uo{I} equals the expectation of the num­
ber of visits of n } to [. 
We call {Z n} non-lattice if {~n} is so. In particular, 
if Fo is absolutely continuous or if some FITl is non-
we call } non- singular. Otherwise we call {Zn } 
\Ve call {Z nl lattice with span A if {~n} is so and if Fa 
is restricted to {n ,integer n. 
Note that both cases are not exhausting. 
